ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Riddles: 1. a Comic Aussie 2. only one, usually (The globe is what we down under call the light bulb.) 3. a machine gun.

Word Questionnaire 3

1. ENCOUROAGE → ENTOURAGE
2. GERANIUM → GERMANIUM
3. MEAN, DEAL
4. OVERSTUFFED
5. SHANGHAINGS
6. MIAOUE
7. POLISH, AUGUST, HERB, LIMA, READING, RAINIER, TANGIER
8. CLEAVE (separate, as with an ax / adhere); SANCTION (allow / prevent)
9. (a) CHICAGO, (b) PHILADELPHIA, (c) LOS ANGELES, (d) JACKSONVILLE, (e) BUFFALO
10. COUP, DO, EWE, FEW, GNU, HUE, LIEU, QUEUE, ROUE, SHOE, THROUGH, WHO, YOU (Answers may vary.)

Anagram Quiz 6

ANAGRAM QUIZ 6, Anil
1. emaciated
2. demeanours
3. volatile
4. paraphrase
5. a 1st, a 2nd, a 3rd
6. blottoed
7. fornicates
8. couples
9. simple-minded
10. neutron
11. flatteries
12. desire
13. profusion
14. balling
15. obligated
16. kundalini force
17. inspiration
18. extinction
19. universality
20. joker
21. tadpoles
22. smallest
23. developmental biology
24. laments
25. affronted
26. glutonousness
27. moderation
28. hermaphrodites
29. complexity
30. apportions
31. advertising
32. earth priced!
33. reasoned
34. slapstick
35. the speed of light
36. inductive reasoning
Punk Whiz 18

PUNK WHIZ 18, Anil
1. imbibe 2. blotto 3. king crabs 4. Live and let live 5. overhaul 6. shaggy dog story
7. flatus 8. bra 9. the quick and the dead 10. cytoplasm 11. paperweight 12. milkshake
13. grave robbers 14. ragout 15. neck and neck 16. cocksucker 17. upside down
23. a pair of glasses 24. jazz-rock fusion 25. palm reader 26. third-degree burns
32. getting off on the wrong foot 33. nightshades 34. Edentate 35. How do you do?
36. impunity

Alice in Wonderland – A Puzzle
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